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CAN FAMILIAR NAMES 
ATTRACT BETTORS TO 
ALTERNATIVE MARKETS?

TIM POOLE
The absence of major sport has by now been well documented during the 
coronavirus pandemic. In its stead, as has been analysed in the past two editions 
of GI Friday, the likes of virtual sports and live casino have thrived.

But for the truly traditional sports bettor, there has naturally been a decline in 
numbers for operators, despite the added success of poker and esports.

In attempts to address the lack of sport, organisers have arranged virtual events 
like the Virtual Grand National, Virtual Formula One and Mutua Madrid Open 
Virtual Pro tennis.
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FIFA tournaments have also been held involving famous footballers, with one 
such event peaking last weekend as Diogo Jota beat Trent Alexander-Arnold in 
the final of the ePremier League Invitational.

Although sports betting companies aren’t allowed to use players under 25 to 
promote betting products under UK law, sports betting operators were fully within 
their rights to offer betting markets on this event, and as many as 34,000 tuned in 
on YouTube at one point to witness the closing stages of the final.

So, without promoting these players in their marketing, can operators rely on the 
familiarity of athletes or celebrity names to increase betting handle and revenue 
in the absence of major sporting events?

Betsson Group CEO Jesper Svensson spoke to Gambling Insider on the matter 
and was somewhat sceptical.

“Although that is a growing side, it’s by no means to be compared to the real 
deal,” he said. “I think it fills a purpose, because it’s something that can keep the 
people entertained at a time like this. But I wouldn’t say those  
volumes are massive or people are flooding to it.”

Yet Svensson does admit an esports contest involving a high-profile footballer, 
or celebrity of some kind, would be a better bet than an encounter between two 
‘regular’ players.

“I think so,” he affirms. “This is my subjective thinking but it would probably attract 
players usually not looking at that. So it could, from that point of view, give some 
added interest.”

OWAIN FLANDERS
From a bettor’s perspective, it could certainly be argued the participation of 
professional athletes in esports does a lot for the appeal of the vertical – something 
I have found in my own personal experience.

With Formula One drivers temporarily homebound, many have taken to online 
racing for their weekly dose of petrol-fuelled competition, including Ferrari driver 
Charles Leclerc and Mclaren driver Lando Norris.

The involvement of these Formula One stars was enough to convince me to 
wager on these virtual races – events I would never consider betting on in their 
absence. So why was this the case?

John Griffiths, VP marketing and business development at Spicy Mango, explained 
to Gambling Insider last year that the majority of bettors need an esports education 
for the vertical to reach its full potential.

However, the inclusion of professional athletes could do a lot to alleviate this 
necessity in the short term, allowing those without previous knowledge of the 
competitors to make an educated guess as to the victor – something particularly 
true for those sports with a transferable skill, such as Formula One. 

According to Tyrone Dobbin, managing director of Sportingbet South Africa,  
the inclusion of familiar stars in esports could also prove vital for acquisition. 

Speaking on a panel during the SBC Digital Summit, he explained how offering 
betting on a FIFA match between two local celebrities in South Africa had proved to 
be a “fantastic acquisition driver,” with players eager to wager on familiar faces. 

Ultimately, growth in esports is one of the few silver linings operators can take 
from this current crisis and the involvement of professional sports stars has 
undoubtedly assisted that growth to some degree. 

Once the pandemic has subsided and professional athletes return to their day 
jobs, Griffiths suggested education will be more important than ever as operators 
look to capitalise on this growth. 

But for now, sports stars are doing a great job increasing the vertical’s notoriety 
and keeping us all entertained in the process. 

THIS WEEK IN 
NUMBERS

Grand Slams 
GGPoker and
King’s brand 
ambassador
Boris Becker  

has won 

6 

Weekly gambling 
deposit limit the 

Swedish government 
has proposed to protect 

players during the 
COVID-19 crisis ($500)

SEK 5,000  

45% 
Increase in 
Evolution Gaming’s 
revenue year-on-
year for Q1, at 
€115.1m ($124.2m)

Date that France 
Galop has set for 

French horseracing 
to return behind 

closed doors

11 May 

Total Q1 revenue 
for Betsson, a rise 
of 7% year-on-year 
($130m)

SEK 1.4bn



ADVERTISING AND PLAYER RESTRICTIONS COME INTO FORCE 
ACROSS EUROPE DURING LOCKDOWN
A number of player and advertisement 
restrictions have been introduced over 
the past week, aimed at player protection 
during the coronavirus lockdown period.

Members of the Betting and Gaming 
Council (BGC) in the UK have agreed to 
no longer advertise on TV or radio during 
the lockdown. 

The move was brought about by the 
BGC in another proactive step to protect 
players during a rise in online gaming 
and ensure regulatory intervention won’t 
be needed within the UK market.

Existing slots will be replaced by safer 
gambling messages, donated to charities 
or removed.

The changes will be implemented no 
later than 7 May and will remain in force 
for at least six weeks, until 5 June.

Another representational body to 
tighten up on advertising was The 
European Gaming and Betting Association 
(EGBA). It published the first pan-European 
code of conduct for responsible online 
gambling advertising, particularly aimed 
at protecting children.

The ‘Code of Conduct on Responsible 
Advertising for Online Gambling’ introduces 

new standards for advertising content 
across all media platforms, with dedicated 
measures reserved for social media.

In terms of player restrictions, Sweden’s 
social security minister Ardalan Shekarabi 
proposed temporary rules to restrict 
gambling activities, including a mandatory 
weekly deposit of SEK 5,000 ($497), SEK 100 
cap on bonus offers and set time limits on 
players’ online casino activities.

Finland followed suit with the Finnish 
Interior Ministry announcing monthly loss 
limits for ‘fast-paced online games’ offered 
by monopoly Veikkaus, which would be 
reduced to €500 ($543), taking effect 1 
May to 30 September. Lottery draws will 
be suspended indefinitely.

GI Verdict: During this period, measures 
like those in Sweden and Finland were 
inevitable. Some regulators believe they 
need to be seen as doing something, but 
there’s a bigger risk that heavy restrictions 
will turn players to the black market, 
another growing concern within the 
industry. That’s why it’s so reassuring to 
see BGC members acting proactively, 
before any further UK regulations come into 
place; perhaps a lesson for others to follow.

Rise in Kambi’s Q1 
revenue year-on-year, 
at €27.9m ($30m)

33%

Kindred’s revenue 
for Q1 2020, up 
11% year-on-year 
($307.9m)

£249.7m  

Intralot’s expected 
EBITDA loss per 

month as a result of 
the current pandemic 

($26.9-32.3m)

€25-30m 
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THE WEEK IN QUOTES

STARS GROUP SHAREHOLDERS VOTE TO APPROVE FLUTTER DEAL
The Stars Group’s acquisition by Flutter 
Entertainment has been given the 
green light by its shareholders after 
they voted overwhelmingly in favour 
of the arrangement.

At a meeting, approximately 99.99% 
of votes from Stars Group shareholders 
supported the special resolution, which 
will see Flutter acquire all the operator’s 
issued and outstanding shares.

The approval follows shareholders in 
Flutter backing the deal last week, with 
99.19% of its share capital voting in favour 
of the merger and just 0.81% against it.

Flutter’s shareholders also voted 
overwhelmingly to increase the maximum 
number of directors allowed and approve 
the capitalisation of the operator’s merger 
reserve account balance.

The agreement for Flutter to acquire 
Stars Group was reached last October, 
to create a merged entity worth £3.8bn 
($4.7bn), with Flutter holding 54.64% of 
the new combined business and Stars 
Group taking a 45.36% stake.

It’s expected the merger will close in 
May, after the Competition and Markets 

Authority (CMA) cleared the deal at the 
end of March. The regulator found the 
merger will not worsen the offering to 
online gamblers.

In February, Flutter and Stars Group 
posted combined total revenue of 
$5.28bn for full-year 2019. Flutter’s 
revenue increased 14% year-on-year 
to £2.14bn, while Stars Group saw 
revenue of $2.53bn, up 25%.

GI Verdict: The merger is expected 
to create a gaming giant worth £11bn 
in market capital, further strengthening 
Flutter’s hold in the UK, with the likes 
of Paddy Power, BetFair and Sky Bet all 
coming under its umbrella and allowing 
it to have a real go in the US market.

In terms of timing, it was widely 
thought the merger wouldn’t take place 
because of the current situation caused 
by the coronavirus. But given the current 
climate, the news the merger will go 
ahead couldn’t come at a better time, 
and could start a trend, particularly 
when you consider the likes of William 
Hill being left behind by Flutter 
and GVC.
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“Virtual is pretty much grey. There 
is a lot of argument around virtuals; 

you have the license from the 
regulator and everything else. But, 
with us, it’s straightforward. You have 
all the facts already and we can’t 
manipulate you in any way. We tell 
you what you wagered on and we 

reveal it completely.”

Dotan Lazar, LSports co-founder and 
COO, tells Gambling Insider why 

his new tennis betting simulator is 
different to regular virtuals

Interwetten CEO Dominik Beier offers 
an alternative view to current esports 

proponents, who argue the vertical will 
remain as dominant after the COVID-19 

pandemic subsides

“My personal opinion is that as soon 
as normal sports is back people will 

really want to bet on this again and move 
away from esports. Mid to long term 
there will be an increase and some 
punters will be interested in esports, 

but if you ask me it will not remain on 
the revenue level it is on now.”
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UK GAMBLING CONSULTANT PREDICTS 50% DROP IN BETTING 
SHOPS POST-COVID
Gambling consultant Steve Donoughue 
believes UK retail sports betting will 
see a lasting negative impact after 
the COVID-19 crisis subsides.

Speaking with Gambling Insider for 
its May/June magazine, he explained 
that while all changes in betting behaviour 
during the COVID-19 pandemic had the 
potential to be permanent, the shift away 
from customers physically visiting betting 
shops could have a lasting impact for 
retail-reliant operators.

He said: “Land-based is going to suffer 
as people will switch to online and may 
never return.

“Land-based depends on people making 
a visit to their venue as part of their regular 
schedule. Once that stops being regular, 
things will change.”

When asked if retail sports betting had 
the potential to recover post-COVID, 
Donoughue was doubtful.

“I can’t see it going back to the way it 
was,” he said. “There will always be a market 
for retail sports betting but will it be one 
that is sufficient for the number of shops 
we have now? I doubt it.

“I predict a 50% drop over the next 
few years.”

Despite this outlook, Donoughue 
had some inspirational advice for sports 
betting operators in the UK.

“Keep your nerve,” he urged. “We’ll 
get through this. Sport will return.

“Be innovative but don’t be greedy 
or desperate as the Government is 
waiting to pounce.”

GI Verdict: Evidently, the current 
pandemic will have the greatest impact 
for those operators who rely heavily on 
customers entering their shops to bet. 
As Donoughue says, it’s doubtful the 
land-based industry will fully recover 
from this considering the difficulties it 
was already facing with the reduction of 
maximum stakes for fixed-odds betting 
terminals last year.  

If the land-based industry is going 
to survive, it will need to adapt and 
this could even spark innovation 
in an outdated segment of the UK 
industry. Necessity is the mother of 
invention after all.

Yanica Saint, head of EU affairs & 
policy, Malta Gaming Authority,

on operator marketing  
during the pandemic

“Some operators did attempt to exploit the 
situation via marketing but the majority 
of regulated operators have been very 
responsible. The law requires operators 

to market their product in a socially 
responsible way. That was always the law. 
What we’ve done during the pandemic is 
merely issue a note on this, emphasising 

any mention of COVID-19 would be in 
breach of these regulations.”

Snaitech CEO Fabio Schiavolin on  
the lessons operators have taken  
from the current pandemic crisis

 “If there is a new spike of the virus, the 
lesson our retailers have taken is digital 
isn’t an enemy for them; it can be an 
opportunity for alternative revenue for 
the shops. They need to be prepared 
to develop better in the online vertical 
because if they’re not exploiting this, 
someone else will take advantage of 

their customers in the online platform.”

The full feature will appear in the 
May/June edition of Gambling 
Insider magazine. Click here to  
read when available. 
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TAKING STOCK
SHARE PRICES COVER THURSDAY 23 

APR TO THURSDAY 30 APR (9AM BST)

Betsson AB 
56.85 SEK

17%

Churchill Downs
108.62 USD 25%

Kindred Group 
47.38 SEK 24%

Scientific Games 
13.34 USD                           36%

The Stars Group
26.45 USD                      8%

STELLAR SPEAKERS CONFIRMED FOR AFFILIATECON 
VIRTUALLY LIVE
Racing Post, Betsson Group and Pressbox 
PR will all feature at AffiliateCon Virtually 
Live on Tuesday 12 May, taking part in a 
must-watch sports betting panel.

AffiliateCon Virtually Live will be free 
to watch on YouTube, following the 
postponement of AffiliateCon Sofia to 
2021 due to the COVID-19 outbreak.

The ‘how are sports betting operators 
& affiliates recovering from the coronavirus 
pandemic’ panel, taking place at 10:45am 
CEST and 09:45am BST, will feature 
representatives from each of the 
three companies.

Louise Agran, Racing Post CMO; Warren 
Sammut, SEO marketing owner, Betsson 
Group; and Alex Donohue, director, 
Pressbox PR, will be on hand to provide 
their analysis of how sports betting firms 
are responding to the impact of COVID-19.

Asked what advice he would give 
affiliates, service providers and operators 
during the current climate, Betsson’s 
Sammut said:

“The most important thing is to make 
sure the team is healthy and doing 
well – creating a good support system 

and showing empathy in these times 
helps a team stay focused and ensures 
communication is kept.

“It’s also important to keep a holistic 
picture in mind and keep focusing on 
creating long-term value.”

ActiveWin managing director and 
founder Warren Jacobs will also speak at 
AffiliateCon Virtually Live.

Taking part in an affiliate and operator 
panel covering market trends from both 
sides of the equation, Jacobs will be joined 
by Oddspedia JSC co-founder Jeton Kodia.

ActiveWin MD Jacobs said of the current 
pandemic: “The greatest challenge has 
been sportsbook and the lack of content 
to drive acquisition, while also ensuring 
companies are protecting players with 
responsible marketing messages.”

Oddspedia co-founder Kodia explained: 
“I am very disappointed with a lot of 
operator behaviour.

“I strongly suggest they check what they 
expect and what is allowed before taking 
any actions and decisions, instead of acting 
over the top and rushing things too fast, 
which they revoke a short time later.”
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LV REVENUE FALLS

REVENUE REPORTS: NV

COMPONENTS OF STRIP PERFORMANCE:
MAJOR STRIP SEGMENTS:

Las Vegas gaming revenues dropped 45.67 percent in March as 

casinos statewide closed March 17. Nevada revenue declined 

39.57 percent. Casinos were doing healthy business prior to 

closing as average daily revenue was up 10.19 percent  

statewide vs. last year while the Strip fell just 0.92 percent.

Las Vegas locals and downtown casinos declined less than the  

Strip, which was likely affected by soft international visitation.

One big outlier was the Boulder Strip, which grew 1.80 percent. 

REVENUE (M)MARKET/PROPERTY % CHANGE
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$43.457 -25.92

North LV

$71.629 + 1.80Boulder Strip
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2020 2019
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TABLE DROP

RACE BOOK AND SPORTS POOL, NEVADA
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RORY CREDLAND
EVENT DIRECTOR, ICE 
NORTH AMERICA

Credland talks to Gambling 
Insider about the first-ever digital  

version of ICE North America

Can you walk us through your 
strategy to make the best possible 

alternative to ICE North America?
In a nutshell, we wanted to reach out to our 

partners and show attendees and assure them that it was business as 
usual. Clearly, things have changed, but there’s no reason everything 
needs to be put on hold. We like to try different things at Clarion, too, 
so it was a great opportunity to encourage innovation and see what 
our gaming team could come up with during these difficult times. 
Without blowing any trumpets, it’s been a great collective effort so far 
and we’re really excited about what we’re going to be able to deliver.

At what point did you realise a virtual conference was necessary 
and was there any discussion about cancelling altogether?
Like everyone else, we were hoping we wouldn’t have to postpone; 
but as soon as everything began to lock down and things got more 
serious and more global, we then realised we wouldn’t be able to 
host the event. We quickly took the decision to postpone rather than 
cancel and we wanted to give ourselves the best chance of that 
happening by not announcing anything in haste. With everything 
moth-balled until next year, we’ve now thrown our energies into 
creating a great digital equivalent to keep people informed and 
help them with their business development.

Were there any other events that have moved online you looked 
to for inspiration?
Clarion is obviously a very experienced organiser, not only in  
the gaming space but across multiple industries. We appreciate 
not everyone can always attend industry events, even in the good 
times, so we’ve made online content available before, during and  
after events for some time. It’s not a major step from this to  
producing the whole thing online. We haven’t taken inspiration  
from one particular event, it’s more a question of cherry-picking  
the best bits of numerous ones and blending them into one so 
people tuning in get a great experience.

Is this a format you’ll retain for ancillary events once normalcy 
resumes to ICE NA?
Who knows what the new normal will look like, to be honest.  
But I would think we will retain digital elements, and they may 
well become a bigger part of the exhibition experience. As such, 
I think they’ll be integral rather than ancillary, with interaction  
taking different forms: in person at the shows and online at  
their convenience.

What are some of the benefits of having a virtual conference that 
can’t be experienced in person (and vice versa)?
We recognise people have a lot on their plates at the moment running 
their businesses, so there’s an obvious benefit to being able to dip  
in and out. Not having to travel frees up people’s time too. But I don’t 
think you can beat the ability to meet people in person at shows, 
where that human interaction is an essential part of commerce. 
There’s also so much fun to be had at events like ICE NA and 
we’re gutted we can’t showcase the wonderful city of New Orleans 
to people who’ve not been before. The good news is we’ll be back 
bigger and better than ever next year.

What measures do you have in place so ICE NA runs smoothly 
from a technological standpoint?
We’re working with a number of technology solution providers and 
professional production companies to pull this all together. This, 
coupled with the digital experiences of our iGB team, will enable us to 
fulfill the show across the five days. It’s meant a number of project 
meetings to scope it out, but I believe this is necessary to provide 
smooth running on the day. 

How does the program differ now it’s being conducted remotely? 
What alterations did you have to make?
We’ve tried to keep it as similar as possible. We can’t ignore the current 
pandemic and we’d be remiss if we didn’t address its effects and the 
likely repercussions on the industry. But we wanted to keep the content 
dedicated to current trends in the fast-moving North American market, 
be those land-based, online or hospitality tech-related. What we’ve 
adjusted is timings, to make sure it’s accessible to people from the 
west coast of America, throughout the US and into Europe.

What has been the industry response in terms of registration 
numbers so far? 
Really positive, I’m pleased to say. We’ve already had over a thousand 
people sign up and register and they’re from all areas of the industry, 
too: land-based, online, sportsbook, lottery, casino, as well as 
hospitality tech, which is well-represented. There’s also a mixture 
of operators and suppliers from both sides of the Atlantic. It shows 
people are keen to learn and do business, despite current difficulties. 

As a result of the pandemic, are you getting a sense of industry 
cohesion and a greater willingness to help strengthen it across 
all disciplines?
I think so. People realised pretty quickly that we’re all in this together 
and we’ll get through it by offering a helping hand rather than going 
into our shells. That’s the main reason we wanted to put ICE NA   
Digital on for free. We could have charged people to access 
the content and made it a commercial venture, but we thought it 
was time to give a bit back. We also wanted to recreate the great 
networking events Clarion is famous for on the Friday, with a virtual 
get together where people could let their hair down. It’s going to be 
a lot of fun. We hope clients find it beneficial.



ROSSI MCKEE
VICE PRESIDENT, 
CT GAMING

McKee discusses personalised 
gaming experiences in the time 

of social distancing

A time has come that very few imagined 
could be a real-life scenario, with COVID-19 

affecting nearly every country.
The global pandemic has caused the temporary closure 

of land-based gaming and affected visitation to brick and 
mortar casinos.

People around the world were hit with the realisation they     
are now under lockdown and no longer able to conduct their 
daily routine and activities.

With social distancing efforts and physical business 
closures, many players are looking for escape through 
technology, to connect with the world outside their home 
and to find in some way their favourite entertainment. 

This situation has become a game changer, and we’ve 
witnessed a surge in online gaming and new signups from  
players eager to be entertained.

However, since many brick and mortar players seek  
more than time in front of the computer in their gaming 
experience, knowledge from land-based operations      
becomes especially important to offer a meaningful 
experience to customers. So now savvy land-based  
operators can embrace and top up on the opportunity  
to use the omni-channel experience to the fullest.

Now is the time to create and execute an effective 
omni-channel strategy and offer a personalised experience, 
augmenting loyalty to an operator’s brand.

The B2C relationship built over time will mean much more  
to players, since technology is pretty much the only escape 
from the boundaries of the home and the only way to  
socialise and retain a feel of community belonging.  

This means an active – but responsible – marketing and 
promotional strategy, combined with the already existing     
land-based offer incorporating games popular and familiar  
to land-based players in the online environment.

Of course, the strategy goes much further than transferring 
products and services from land-based to digital and mobile 
environments. It needs to involve features that can make 
the online experience as close as possible to the experience 

in the real land-based casino and tap into the knowledge 
of the land-based customer’s demands. 

Important questions for all operators in this increasingly 
competitive environment are:

• How do you retain customers?
• How do you convert customers from land-based to online?
• How do you attract new customers?
These questions are particularly important when it 

comes to the younger generation of players, since they are 
sophisticated technology users, constantly searching for 
new and exciting experiences; and quickly converting from 
one operator to another in search of better games, better 
promotions, and better gaming experiences. 

At the same time, proven and familiar games and concepts 
are the true attraction, and revenue drivers, for existing ‘old 
school’ players. 

To achieve a balanced combination for all, game developers 
need to make an extra effort to be creative and consider 
the demographic in every market; the habits and gaming 
preferences of a diverse variety of players; and tweaking  
game offerings to better suit each market.

Online slot games are changing and evolving rapidly as  
competition increases and players become more demanding. 
Many new games have complex and interesting story lines 
that engage players with dynamic sounds and rich graphics 
and animations. Slot games have evolved into rich  entertaining 
escapes for players.

Coupled with this, the various math and volatility models 
being employed also play an important part in creating  
an enjoyable and entertaining ‘ride’ to keep the players  
in the game. 

Games have also evolved to become interactive in nature, 
allowing players to participate in ways that create a sense  
of control and destiny, especially important for the  
younger player.

Game themes are important to appeal to a specific 
demographic. Players want a gameplay experience that best 
reflects their own personality, background and likes. 

By embracing and adapting to the changes of our new
social, business and economic environment caused by 
the current pandemic outbreak, we envision an exciting 
time ahead.

The new reality will shape the future of the industry and 
create new opportunities for gaming with a much more 
personalised gaming experience. This will bring players to 
a new level of omni-channel gaming entertainment.
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